
Shares in the Walt Disney Company jumped in after-hours trade last night and are set
to open roughly 5.4% higher this afternoon around $117.85. This would leave the stock
up by roughly 40% from its post-Covid low seen in December, albeit after a very
challenging 2022 during which time it traded down by 43.9%. 
Disney's fiscal Q1 (ending Dec 31st) results saw a beat of expectations on both the top
and bottom lines as demand for its theme parks surged over the holiday period. Its
streaming service however, Disney+, saw a slight pullback during the period as total
subscribers came in at 161.8m versus estimates for 164m. 
Revenue was $23.51 billion versus the $23.4b expected, while adjusted earnings per
share came in at $0.99 vs $0.75. The 'Parks, Experience, and Consumer products'
division saw revenues of $8.74b vs forecasts for $8.08b. These mostly upbeat results
served as Disney's first earnings report since CEO Bob Iger returned to the firm in
November.
It must also be noted that the company launched a cost-cutting plan, in which it will
attempt to cut back by around $5.5b. Sadly, this will lead to 7,000 job layoffs, however
investors have clearly welcomed the plans to restructure and streamline the
organisation further, evidenced by price action last night.
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Market Moves

Equities: European outperformance continues this week, with the
EuroStoxx50 trading up to fresh 12-month highs amid more sideways
trade from US indices. The tech-heavy Nasdaq lost 1.7% on Wednesday,
led lower by Alphabet stock that dropped 7.4% after a shaky launch of
its new chatbot, in which the AI system shared inaccurate information.
Germany's DAX is 1.3% higher this morning, benefitting from a lower
than expected harmonized CPI result from the region for January.
Mostly positive Q4 earnings results from the Eurozone this morning are
also helping to put a bid under risk assets, and are clearly keeping
volatility low. Europe's VSTOXX and the US' VIX indices both remain
subdued and near levels last seen over a year ago.
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Currencies: FX markets have remained quiet over the past week, in line
with other asset classes that are seeing lower volatility. Investors have
also been focusing on corporate results and equities, which has taken
the spotlight away from currencies somewhat.
The US dollar has however picked up since putting in a 10-month low
one week ago, with EUR/USD and GBP/USD pulling back to 1.076 and
1.213 in the meantime.

Safe-havens: US Treasury yields have remained heavily inverted this week, as
bets increased for a further tightening to come from the Fed over their next
two meetings. We would expect to see a relatively strong bid come into short-
duration US government bond markets over the next few months. Fed
guidance at the March 22nd release will be highly influential in this regard.

Looking ahead: The Bank of England's Monetary Policy Report Hearings will
take place throughout the morning - these occur four times a year and may
give the market some hints on where BOE policymakers see rates peaking.
Also out this morning will be the latest set of European Commission Economic
Forecasts (released quarterly), in what is otherwise set to be a quiet day for
data points. 
Friday morning will see the release of fourth quarter UK GDP (expected flat
q/q), with Canadian jobs data and a US Consumer Sentiment release due in
the afternoon. 
In terms of corporate releases - later on Thursday we will hear from PayPal,
Lyft, PepsiCo, Hilton Worldwide Holdings, AbbVie, Philip Morris, and Kellogg
Company, followed on Friday by Enbridge, Honda, and Global Payments Inc.

Credit Suisse

German Inflation

Credit Suisse stock is currently 5% lower on Swiss markets this morning, trading down
to 3.10 Swiss francs after the firm reported its largest annual loss since the global
financial crisis 15 years ago. The bank was hit with client withdrawals over the quarter,
with October alone seeing 10% of its wealth management assets withdrawn. The
quarterly loss was slightly less severe than what was previously forecast by Credit
Suisse themselves, coming in at 1.4b Swiss francs ($1.5b equivalent). This made for a
full-year 2022 loss of 7.3b francs.
The company has been forced to embark on a radical restructuring as it seeks to
distance itself from a number of crises and make its return to profitable times. Under
the new plan, 9,000 job cuts (17% of its staff) will be implemented.

On Thursday morning we have seen the release of the German Consumer Price Index
(CPI) for the month of January. The Eurozone's main economic engine saw a headline
CPI print of 8.7% when compared to the same period in 2022 - up from the prior 8.6%
but below expectations for 8.9%. 
For German inflation each month we are presented with two figures. The other, which is
harmonized to compare with other EU results, saw prices rise by a less than anticipated
9.2% y/y and by 0.5% m/m. This is against forecasts for 10.0% and 1.2%.
These readings follow other Eurozone nations CPI results for January, which were
mostly released last week.


